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21st Century Customer-Focused
Sales & Marketing 

It’s no secret that marketplace excellence today is driven by
responsiveness to the customer and the consumer. It is also 
not new news that economic pressures dictate continuing
improvements in operating efficiencies and rapid return 
on investment for competitive firms to remain profitable. 
Viewpoint Anthology offers an opportunity to revisit some 
of our thoughts, discussions and recommendations regarding 
these ongoing issues. This collection of articles hones in on the
critical success factors related to building consumer equity at
retail, optimizing B2B customer relationships, managing change
and leveraging investments in knowledge, people, processes 
and tools … all with the end goal of delivering greater sales, 
market share, customer satisfaction and profits.

To better serve our readers, we welcome your comments about Viewpoint as well as any suggestions for 

topics you would like to see addressed. Please contact us at 949.429.1999 or viewpoint@dechert-hampe.com.

Contents:

2 Consumer Solutions at Retail – Beyond Category Management

Manufacturers must continue to identify new ways to collaborate to build 

consumer equity for their brands at retail.

7 Customer Management Team Organization and Alignment

A properly structured go-to-market organization remains central to address-

ing the complex requirements of customer relationship management.

11 Trying to “Manage Relationships”? Get a MAP

The key to managing is to know where you are going and how you are going 

to get there.

15 Keeping Score With the Customer

Insuring measures and rewards support not only the critical success factors

of the business, but the expectations of customers and consumers as well.

18 Doing Change Right … For A Change!

Companies can gain a competitive edge by understanding change and doing

it right.

21 Managing Your Greatest Asset

Most companies have made significant investments in knowledge and infor-

mation but are not fully leveraging them to maximize revenues and profits.

26 A Practical Approach to Eliminating Slotting

Freeing category management from the artificial influence of slotting must 

be accomplished gradually.
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Consumer Solutions at Retail –
Beyond Category Management
BY BEN BALL

The surge of options competing to meet

consumers’ needs continues unabated.

The “balance of power” debate between

manufacturers and retailers has been

rendered moot. The power has shifted

to the consumer and, as usual, it is

retailers who are being impacted first. 

Retailers’ response to this competitive

environment is an object lesson in his-

tory. They are once again seeking to

bond with their consumers in a manner

reminiscent of turn-of-the-century store-

keepers – they want to build a relation-

ship – they want to build equity. This is

driven by a need for retailers to gain

new competitive advantage, something

beyond supply chain efficiencies and

category management, and to date it

has been underway largely without the

involvement of most manufacturers

(Figure 1).

Simply put, leading retailers are combin-

ing products, services and information

in new ways, and across traditional cate-

gories, to provide new solutions and

create greater equity with their con-

sumers. They are branding these solu-

tions, and in so doing are intruding

upon the brand connections traditional-

ly enjoyed by manufacturers. 

The Implications for Manufacturers are

Onerous … but Avoidable

As a result of these new initiatives by

retailers, manufacturers run the risk 

of their brand connections becoming

partially or perhaps even totally

eclipsed within the store environment.

This places manufacturers at increased

risk for continuing margin shifts and

commoditization. 

But manufacturers can influence their

own destiny in this new competitive

environment. Three things are required.

1. Brands that matter

2. Thought Leadership in Demand 

Generation

3. Be “the Collaborator of Choice” for

retailers

ABOUT ThE AUThOR  Ben Ball is Senior Vice President of Dechert-Hampe & Company, based in our

Northbrook, Illinois office. Ben works with clients on integrated customer and market development 

projects, including customer relationship management. Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe, Ben was Vice

President, Marketing PepsiCo Foods International.
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EVOLUTION OF RETAIL SOLUTIONS
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CONSUMERS HAVE THE POWER.
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But before we discuss what to do, let’s

understand what it is that retailers are

trying to do better.

how Leading Outlets Are Enhancing

The Total Retail Experience 

Today’s consumers increasingly expect

to receive the basics of good retailing

from their preferred outlets. After all,

who wants to shop at stores that don’t

offer convenience, value, selection, good

presentation and decent service? 

Beyond these, there is an evolving set of

criteria by which consumers select their

stores of choice. Leading retailers are

becoming more savvy marketers; find-

ing ways to enhance the consumers’

total in-store experience.

These new criteria consist of more quali-

tative and emotive attributes and con-

nect retailers to consumers as a brand

at levels above individual products and

categories. These attributes include

“retail-tainment,” affinity of product

choices to lifestyle, in-store novelty,

shopper education, social interactivity

and just plain fun and excitement. 

Leading retailers, in fact, are redefining

category and brand relationships, from

those based on traditional criteria, into

new groupings of products and 

services that better match consumers’

broader lifestyle needs. These include

maintaining wellness, meal/cooking

entertainment, child enrichment, con-

veniences for busy working couples, or

supporting an extended family, among

others (Figure 2).

Consider these examples: 

• CVS and Rite Aid are developing

new store concepts and services

which provide their shoppers a total

wellness approach to healthcare.

(Source: Target, CVS, Rite Aid Annual

Reports, industry publications)

• Genuardi’s “The Kitchen” represents

a whole new store-within-a-store

(SWAS) approach to HMR, while 

Hannaford’s latest prototype uses

innovative layouts to better unify

specialty departments with the 

center of the store. (Source:

Supermarket News)

• Many specialty outlets are creating
unique, retail experiences, including
Barnes & Noble, which provides sev-
eral in-store innovations to encourage
browsing – including a coffee shop
and children’s reading/story center.
Williams-Sonoma offers total solu-
tions for the complete kitchen, cook-
ing, and meal entertainment experi-
ence. Bath & Body Works provides
compelling lifestyle affinity merchan-
dising relative to its own brands of
personal care products, including the-
matic and image-intensive presenta-
tions. (Source: WSL Strategic Retail)

• In specialty grocery, Gelson’s offers
shoppers a unique shopping experi-
ence through an extensive variety of
little “extras” in-store like live cook-
ing, floral classes and sampling items
at food demonstrations. Similarly,
Bristol Farms offers in-store Wine
Tasting and “My Chef” services take-
home meals with menus changing
daily throughout the month.

Why New Retail Connections to 

Consumers Threaten Manufacturers

These new retail connections create

challenges for manufacturers who have

historically enjoyed the lion’s share of

the brand linkages with consumers, and

enjoyed the economic benefits.

That paradigm is changing as never

before, with changing consumers,

changing technology and communica-

tions, and the growing importance of

the store itself in the marketing mix. As

retailers increasingly offer new creative

solutions, they are making a step

change beyond category management

and loyalty programs. Manufacturer’s

brand connections are at risk as retail-

ers are leveraging very different factors,

which impact the total in-store experi-

ence for consumers.

Figure 2:

ThE NEW CONSUMER EqUITy

Consumer’ “Need Sets” Based On Lifestyle Drivers …
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The upside-down pyramid in Figure 3

presents a framework of solutions.

“Solutions” move from simpler needs at

the bottom that a single product can

address, to needs which multi-product

kits can fulfill (e.g., Oscar Mayer Lunch-

ables™), to those that require a broader

range of products within a category to

finally, solutions that meet higher-level

“need sets” by combining products, serv-

ices and information across categories.

These “equity zones” at the top are often

implemented as SWAS areas that also

contain distinct brand connections

beyond those of the manufacturers’ 

constituent products.

Single manufacturers typically 

cannot provide all of the products or

services for broader solutions, as shown

by the darker band at the right. As 

consumer needs broaden, other ele-

ments must be added. This provides

retailers the opportunity to step in and

connect at higher levels, often address-

ing important emotional needs. In fact,

real brand equity is built and sustained

on emotive benefits that others cannot

easily replicate. 

A true “equity zone” assembles prod-

ucts/services from multiple categories

that are not traditionally grouped,

addresses a major need state on 

emotive as well as functional levels, 

provides compelling affinities/connec-

tions with important lifestyle needs, and

is implemented in a clearly identifiable

format (often a SWAS) that has brand

linkages beyond its components. 

Examples in the Marketplace

Examples of new solutions are becoming

more evident, and run the gamut from

combining products into new groupings

to developing genuine equity zones.

Manufacturers are reinforcing their

brand connections while retailers are

developing new consumer relationships:

• New Retail Brand to Lifestyle

Connections in Rite Aid – Rite Aid

has developed a strategic alliance

with General Nutrition Centers to cre-

ate an innovative SWAS featuring a

wide array of nutrition and wellness

products, services and information

under the banner of GNC “Live Well.” 

• Reinforcing/Expanding the 

Manufacturer’s Brand in

Supermarkets – Hallmark has taken

charge of a number of supermarket’s

greeting card aisles, turning them

into card and party solutions called

“Hallmark Expressions.”

The Challenge for Manufacturers

We are not predicting that every major

retailer is about to turn the entire store

into a series of equity zones. Neverthe-

less, this trend toward solutions market-

ing by retailers is growing. It threatens

to intrude upon the brand space tradi-

tionally enjoyed by manufacturers. 

As a result, we believe manufacturers

should choose to proactively collaborate

with top customers to develop new and

innovative connections to consumers.

These unique solutions will defend their

brand space while at the same time

meeting the customer’s objectives for

competitive differentiation. 

Manufacturers must evolve their mar-

keting, trade relations and sales activi-

ties, to increase capabilities beyond

today’s “category management,” to what

we term the “collaborative consumer

equity development” of tomorrow. 

More Complex
Need Sets –

Emotive Factors
Gain Importance

Consumer Needs

Additional Products/Services
From Other Sources

Single/Supplier
Products/Services

Rite Aid’s 
GNC “Live Well” 
Center

Back-to-School
Centers

Winn Dixie’s
“The Beef People”

Dairy Mart –
mostly milk

Retailer
Solutions

Needs Across   
Categories –

e.g., HMR Centers  

Needs Within Category – 
e.g., Pet Care or    

Card/Party Aisles    

Multi-product Needs – 
e.g., Convenient kids’ lunch    

(e.g., Lunchables™)    

Single-product Needs – 
e.g., Kid’s headaches    

(e.g., Children’s Tylenol™)    

Manufacturer
Solutions

Simpler Needs –
Functional Factors

Most Prominent

Single-product
Solutions

Multi-product
Kits

Solution
Centers

Consumer
Equity Zone

Single-product
Solutions

Multi-product
Kits

Solution
Centers

Consumer
Equity Zone

Figure 3:

hIERARChy OF CONSUMER SOLUTIONS

Consumer Solutions at Retail – Beyond Category Management
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To stay in the game, we believe 

manufacturers must bring new value.

Specifically, manufacturers need …

• To build brands that matter,

brands that stand up to our definition

of a “power brand” … a brand for

which the consumer will go to anoth-

er store to purchase the category if

that brand is not available. 

• To commit to true thought leader-

ship in demand generation, devel-

oping strategic solutions against the

top business-building opportunities

with major customers.

• To provide a workable process by

which account managers and teams

can address the entire spectrum of

the customer relationship in a way

that makes the manufacturer a “pre-

ferred collaborator” for retailers. This

is essential to success.

To generate this added value, manufac-

turers must identify new ways to build

brand and consumer equity at retail,

within the context of their product/ser-

vice offerings. New approaches are just

beginning to be explored and defined.

There is an opportunity for leading-edge

manufacturers to bring a new “science”

to this process. Those that do so suc-

cessfully will have a competitive edge.

how Manufacturers Can Start getting

Ready for the Future – Today

The heart of the process is being able to

hypothesize, define, measure and then

implement specific retail solutions,

which differentiate the customer and

build equity with consumers. This will

not be easy. It will require mapping

“equity opportunities” in stores across

attitudinal as well as behavioral dimen-

sions. This means new research and

measurement approaches. 

Foremost among these are efficient,

consumer-based techniques which iden-

tify new retail opportunities for in-store

solutions. DHC has developed a tech-

nique we call “Retail Impact Mapping™”

through which manageable numbers of

trained consumers can identify oppor-

tunities for building new solutions at

the point of interaction. (Figure 4). This

can quickly lead to either new

approaches for testing, or solutions

which clients can implement with top

customers. The important competitive

advantage for manufacturers is that

this technique allows them to proactive-

ly develop and test approaches that will

deliver on the promise of “Thought

Leadership in Demand Generation.” 

To help manufacturers fulfill on the

third requirement, becoming the retail-

er’s “Collaborator of Choice,” DHC

assists manufacturers through a 7-step

proprietary process. In addition to Retail

Impact Mapping™, this process includes

developing a complete understanding of

client objectives/strategies to guide

business development, an in-depth

Customer Development Map built off of

DHC’s proprietary Customer Develop-

ment Model (Figure 5), identification of

specific customer solution opportuni-

ties, business case analysis, testing, roll-

out and strategic customer planning.

Other Elements of Success

We encourage our clients to also recog-

nize that focus areas in the business

need to be created relative to this new

consumer equity knowledge generation,

Potential
Consumer Need

Set(s)

Proprietary in-store consumer panel to capture relevant information
at the point of interaction:

In-Store Solutions
Which Meet Needs &

Locate “Equity”
Capture Critical

Information at Point
of Interaction

Incidence of
Occasion

Convenience of
Product/Bundles

Service

Value
Proposition

Affinity of
Store to Need

Entertainment
Opportunity

Imagery &
Emotive

Connections

Opportunity
for Uniqueness

Need for
Information/

Trust

Figure 4:

RETAIL IMPACT MAPPINg™
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management and application. Improved

collaboration will be needed on research

and program development activities

between marketing, market research,

trade development and sales.

In addition, manufacturers may find it

necessary to consider forming strategic

partnerships with companies with com-

plementary products, to leverage new

solutions with top customers.

We believe manufacturers who act

quickly to capitalize on building new

equities with their top customers can

reap impressive rewards. However, we

believe the opportunities are finite, and

the clock is ticking ….

Some questions For Our Readers

Listed below are some questions manu-

facturers can use to start thinking

through the ideas presented in this 

article: 

• Do you view your business today as

more product focused, or do you

seek to position your products/

services as solutions to meet 

broader sets of consumer needs 

or customer equity development

needs? Why is this?

• Do you perceive that your brands 

are coming under increased 

competitive pressure with certain

retailers who are also seeking to

establish their own brand connec-

tions with consumers in the 

categories in which you compete?

Why or why not?

• Have you considered or actively pur-

sued co-branding collaborations as

part of your business strategy with

top customers? Why or why not?

• Do you have a process to identify

strategic business development

opportunities with your top 

customers? How do you identify

these? What process do you have to

pursue these?
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DhC CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT MODEL

I N F O A N D I N S I g h T S

New Considerations for Measuring 

CRM Success

The true ROI of a CRM implementation is

not readily apparent, as there are many 

variables.

On the cost side, quality knows no dollar

amount. To protect against overspending,

organizations must prioritize their top con-

cerns and understand how and where they

can best drive returns to significantly

impact the bottom line. Some experts even

go so far as to recommend abandoning

enterprise-wide solutions for applications

that are focused more on the individual

components of a business. For example, if a

company’s top priority is automation of its

sales force, that doesn’t always necessitate

integration of legacy systems, streamlined

customer databases or support for multiple

selling channels as well. Companies need to

be cognizant of the marketing dollars that

software companies spend, and not be over-

sold on un-needed bells and whistles.

Then again, training and change manage-

ment costs should not be ignored or under-

stated. Cutting costs up front here can

result later in employee turnover and resist-

ance to change, which can end up costing

even more in the long run.

On the return side, less tangible bench-

marks must be considered alongside the

obvious. Reduced costs and greater efficien-

cies are easily measured, but improved 

customer retention and loyalty are often

overlooked. The inability to establish suc-

cess criteria that takes a company’s entire

operation into consideration can lead to

misguided assumptions of failure.

Definitions should be broadened to also rec-

ognize the benefits of things like strong

vendor relations and an eager sales force.

Source: “It’s Payback Time Should You Gamble 

on CRM?” By Cindy Waxer, SAM Magazine July/

August 2001

Consumer Solutions at Retail – Beyond Category Management

Dechert-Hampe & Company 

would welcome hearing from you if 

you would like to discuss these

issues and the resulting implications

for your business.

“Consumer Solutions at Retail-Beyond

Category Management” originally appeared in

Viewpoint Issue 12, “Enhancing Customer

Value and Satisfaction.”    

v
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Customer Management Team
Organization and Alignment
BY BOB MONAGHAN

ABOUT ThE AUThOR  Bob Monaghan is Executive Vice President of Dechert-Hampe & Company in our 

Trumbull, Connecticut office. Bob has extensive experience working on organization design, structuring,

change management and development projects. Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe, Bob was a Vice President

at two major consulting firms and has management experience with Wilson Sporting Goods and Procter & Gamble.

MOST COMPANIES HAVE MADE
SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENTS IN
KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION
BUT ARE NOT FULLY LEVERAGING
THEM TO MAXIMIZE REVENUES

AND PROFITS.

In an evolving retail marketplace still

feeling the ripple effects of continuous

merger and acquisition activity, the

gaze of CPG is concentrating with

increasing intensity on the customer. As

such, more and more CPG companies

have bolstered their sales organizations

by installing customer management

teams. At the same time, they find

themselves struggling with a number of

prevalent and difficult issues associated

with customer management team organ-

ization. Namely:

• Dotted versus straight line reporting 

relationships for non-sales members

of customer management teams.

• Shared versus individual incentives

for team members.

• Incentives based on volumes versus

profits.

• Field versus headquarters locations

for team members.

• Geographic versus by-customer 

organization.

• Segmenting customers and determin-

ing where to draw to the line for “C”

customers.

While CPG companies weigh these

options, they also find themselves weigh-

ing their own organizations against oth-

ers: “What are they doing?” vs. “What are

we doing?” As the focus shifts to the

management of customer relationships,

companies are perhaps focusing too

much on organizational structure; or

rather, how an organizational structure

looks as opposed to how it works. This is

a subtle yet significant difference.

CPG companies implementing customer

management teams are right to ask what

others are doing, up to a point. This

question is a good place to start. But

where to go from there? Companies must

move on to the next critical questions:

“What should we do?” And, more impor-

tantly, “What can we do?” 

The Age of Alignment

Before addressing the key issues sur-

rounding customer management team

organization, we must first address the

issue of alignment – aligning “What

should we do?” with “What can we do?”

For a go-to-market organization to

achieve optimal performance and produc-

tivity, it must be fully aligned across key

dimensions, including the following six:

1. Objectives/Strategies: What the 

organization should do.

2. Organization Structure: The “Boxes”,

i.e., reporting relationships, career

paths, etc.

3. Staffing: The right numbers of the right

kinds of people.
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think twice before adopting their struc-

tures – structures that most likely will

not be implemented, at least not immedi-

ately. With the exception of minor

tweaks, reorganizational change should

be evolutionary, not forced into a mold 

it does not fit.

The challenging choices around the cus-

tomer management team organization

that kick-started this discussion brings

the issue of alignment to the forefront.

After all, it is alignment that ultimately

determines the go-to-market success of

customer management teams.

Reporting Relationships: 

Dotted-Line, Straight-Line, Aligned

When it comes to advocating dotted ver-

sus straight-line reporting relationships

for non-sales team members, the indus-

try has yet to come to a consensus –

leaving CPG companies and their cus-

tomer management teams to decide for

themselves which approach is better.

Whether dotted-line or straight-line, the

key is the alignment of the underlying

processes and infrastructure that guide

the team’s operation. It also remains 

critical to consider who is evaluating the

performance of each team member.

Say a salesperson takes the helm as team

captain of the customer management

team, as is typically the case. If this cap-

tain has been honed into a super-sales-

person more so than a true businessper-

son, straight-line reporting could be

problematic. Super-salesperson aside, he

or she might lack a strong grasp of non-

sales functions – including the ability to

competently and fairly appraise the 

performers of these functions.

Additionally, the super-salesperson may

be too enthusiastic of a customer advo-

cate, placing the desires of the customer

over the needs of the company. As team

captain, the super-salesperson may lever-

age his or her straight-line authority to

steer subordinate team members respon-

sible for logistics, finance, and so on,

away from the company’s best interests.

On the other hand, having team mem-

bers report directly into their respective

functions – rather than directly into the

team – can pose the reverse problem. In

this kind of reporting relationship, each

team member is concerned primarily

about his or her own function. These

function-centric priorities and biases 

can often leave the team captain’s hands

tied, and just as often, can do harm to

the overall customer relationship.

Once again, the mantra is alignment –

the delicately balanced relationship

between the key factors of your organi-

zation. If the team captain is a busi-

nessperson – with the proper under-

standing of staffing, training, incentives,

information and analytics – then 

straight-line reporting is probably the

way to go. If the team captain is a sales-

person, then dotted-line reporting is

most likely the best choice, and the best

way to avoid losing operational control.

Now, how to ensure that the chosen

reporting relationship actually works?

This leads us to our second issue: 

shared versus individual incentives.

Incentives: To Share or Not to Share

Finally, a question with an unambiguous

answer: share, share and share.

Regardless of how the reporting relation-

ship works, shared objectives are the

clear choice. In a true team environ-

ment, where members report to the team

captain, individual objectives go against

the nature of team spirit. 

4. Training and Development: 

Continuously improving team mem-

ber skills.

5. Management Systems: Business

processes, financial and non-financial

performance measures, budgets, cost

of sales, etc.

6. Information Management/Analytical

Capabilities: Communication, analyti-

cal and data access capabilities.

Aligning these dimensions is akin to

aligning dominoes: change that occurs

or is contemplated in any one dimen-

sion will certainly impact the other

dimensions. Only by anticipating and

preparing for the impact can alignment

be maintained.

The trick to keeping those dominoes

aligned is in understanding their deli-

cately balanced relationship, to each

other and to the organization. Each

dimension is at once an enabler and a

limiting factor in terms of achieving 

go-to-market success. Consider, for

instance, a large direct sales force – 

typically the most effective approach 

to managing key accounts and retail

execution. This same large direct sales

force is also very expensive. This

expense puts limits on the resources

and capital that could be spent on train-

ing, information infrastructure, and

other initiatives, and also puts limits 

on non-sales spending like advertising

and promotion.

Equally important to identifying the

impact of change from one dimension

to the other is identifying the actual

capabilities of the company implement-

ing these changes. Companies whose

scale and competencies have not yet

reached the proportions of a Procter &

Gamble or a Frito-Lay or a Kraft, should
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authority delegation (management sys-

tems). Properly aligning these factors

keeps a lid on the chaos inherent in 

disparately placing team members.

While closer to the customer is closer to

what most consider the ideal arrange-

ment, locating team members at head-

quarters should not be discounted. One

must take into consideration the hefty

travel budget needed to make this

approach effective. With a hefty budget

comes a trade-off: what else could the

organization be getting for the money

spent on traveling? This will be a key

factor in determining whether this

option is the right choice for the team.

Regardless of where one ultimately

decides to locate customer management

team members, the alignment – or lack

thereof – of all the associated areas can

make or break the new organization.

Making the old adage, “location is

everything,” not entirely true.

Organize geographically or 

by Customer: Will you Follow?

You must go where the large, multi-

regional customers do business.

Following large customers becomes

increasingly necessary, as a number of

these large customers have essentially

started demanding it. Stretching 

customer management across regional

lines can leave resources and customer

relationships stretched thin as well.

Using a single organization team to

manage interactions with a single 

customer certainly facilitates command

and control, more so than with a 

geographic organization.

Even with straight-line, functional

reporting, shared objectives focus the

team’s attention collectively on building

the business at the customer level.

Shared objectives also encourage team

members to stay in line with company

objectives, as opposed to individual

functional goals.

Alignment plays a critical role here, as

well. You must get functional alignment

on what the shared objectives should be

and the company’s wherewithal (infor-

mation systems, etc.) to record, measure

and report the metrics necessary to

manage those shared objectives.

Volume vs. Profit: 

The Measure of Success

Should incentives be based on volume

or profit? Here, too, there appears to

be a clear preference. The widely

shared belief is that profitability,

measured at the account level, is a

metric superior to simple volume. In

spite of this consensus, most compa-

nies have encountered a significant

challenge in using profit as the pre-

ferred metric: the absence of systems

that can measure account profitability

accurately. This perfectly illustrates

the consequences of non-alignment.

Information management has not yet

been aligned to support the better

approach to customer management.

Team Member Location: 

Location Is Not quite Everything

“Closer to the customer.” When it comes

to geographically situating team mem-

bers, most would agree that this should

be the rule. For those who operate by

this rule, alignment plays an important

role in the existence of sound communi-

cation, information dissemination and

Objectives/
Strategies

CustomerCustomer
ManagementManagement

TeamTeam
AlignmentAlignment

Training &
Development

Management
Systems

Staffing

Information
Management

Organization
Structure

Customer
Management

Team
Alignment
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But, again, there is a trade-off. While

perhaps more customer-effective, “by-

customer” organizations are, by defini-

tion, less cost-effective than the geo-

graphical alternative. For those unwill-

ing to make this trade-off, a geographi-

cal organization can be customer- and

cost-effective, provided the proper com-

munication infrastructure, information

sharing, and shared measurements/

incentives are all in place.

“C” Customers: Making the grade 

Ask different CPG companies for the

best approach to customer segmenta-

tion, and you’ll get a variety of answers.

There is one thing on which we can

agree: the top 20 to 30 customers 

capture just about every company’s

main focus, depending of course on

their product categories. In the big 

picture, however, where consolidation 

is a fact of retail-industry life, the issue

becomes less relevant. “B” and “C” 

customers are quickly nearing extinc-

tion, and are not expected to make a

come-back anytime soon.

So where does that leave customer seg-

mentation? Perhaps the most logical

approach is to look at it from the sup-

ply side: which customers are worthy of

doing business on a ship-to basis, and

which ones might be better served

through a secondary distribution chan-

nel? Ask a salesperson who they should

no longer be calling on, and you’re like-

ly to get a somewhat biased answer. For

this reason, a logistics staff is best suit-

ed to make the distinction, using neu-

tral analysis and numbers as their

rationale. Once the smaller customers

are folded into someone else’s number,

converting to less expensive coverage

options (like telesales) becomes easier.

Summary: Make It Work for you

True, we can identify many common

issues, common choices and common

ground among CPG sales organizations,

where customer management teams are

becoming a common presence. Even so,

there’s another truth: no two CPG organ-

izations are created equal. As such,

there is no cookie-cutter or one-size-fits-

all approach to structuring customer

management teams. Examining how 

others are doing it may reveal their

rationale, which is certainly important.

But even more important is examining

your own organization’s plans, abilities

and constraints. By turning the focus

inward, organizations will be able to

design their optimal go-to-market

teams.

This inward gaze reveals the realities of

your specific company, which in turn

offers valuable insight into reporting

relationships, incentives, job locations

and more. Once you’ve examined how it

works, you can then determine how it

looks, in the process making sure the

two are aligned. Adequate numbers of

properly trained staffing, empowered by

business processes and technology that

support overall objectives and strategy –

this is how you sharpen your organiza-

tion’s focus on the customer. 

Before you know it, other organizations

will be looking at you, scratching their

heads and asking themselves “What are

they doing?” Obviously, something

right.

“Customer Management Team Organization and

Alignment” originally appeared in Viewpoint Issue

11, “Optimizing the Trading Partner Relationship.”  

v

Customer Management Team Organization and Alignment
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Trying to “Manage Relationships”?
GET A MAP
BY SUSANNE CONRAD

Sellers have sought to understand buy-

ers for centuries. The most recent itera-

tion has manufacturers spending mil-

lions of dollars on software designed to

manage customer relationships. Recent

estimates have over 60 percent of CRM

projects deemed failures. How did these

efforts become so misguided? They did-

n’t have a MAP!

Why Do you Need a MAP? 

Simply deciding that your organization

will embrace B2B CRM and investing in

software will not ensure the organiza-

tional changes necessary to realize the

very real competitive advantages build-

ing strong customer relationships can

afford. The major reason B2B CRM ini-

tiatives fail can be traced to a lack of

clear vision and strategy. To effectively

implement the organizational struc-

tures and processes while aligning 

the culture and reward systems to 

support the effort requires that you

first develop a clear vision of CRM and

its implications to your organization as

well as a pragmatic, detailed strategy

for its implementation.

CRM mapping, like a road map, allows

you to visualize the current state or

starting point for your organization, the

end state or where you are going, and

how you will get there. The results of

CRM mapping are powerful: 

n Mapping lends clear, immediate defi-

nition to the vision by graphically repre-

senting the end state in a way that can

be easily communicated and understood

by the entire organization.   

n The CRM MAP acts as the basis for

building the implementation strategy. It

allows the organization to answer the

questions, “What must we do to reach our

goal? How quickly must we take action?

What should our actionable priorities be?” 

n “Better relationships” are impossible to

measure because what constitutes a

“good” relationship is subjective. The

quality of the relationship with your cus-

tomer is, in fact, defined by how well it

meets the needs and expectations of both

parties (regardless of how strategic or

independent the relationship is) and how

well you can execute against those expec-

tations. CRM mapping allows you to

objectively determine the “best” relation-

ship with any individual customer based

on specific activities that add value to

each contact with that customer.

n CRM mapping helps you build convic-

tion for the required investments by

establishing the incremental value associ-

ated with the strategies for reaching the

end state. To maintain your organization’s

conviction, you must be able to quantify

returns for CRM. Mapping allows you to

clearly identify these returns by customer.

ABOUT ThE AUThOR  Susanne Conrad is a Director in our Northbrook, Illinois office. Susanne works 

with clients to develop business strategies to enhance organizational performance. Prior to joining

Dechert-Hampe, Susanne was the principal of The Paragon Group, Inc.

THE CRM MAP IS THE BASIS 
FOR BUILDING THE 

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
TO SUCCESSFULLY MANAGE B2B
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS.
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how Do you Develop A CRM MAP? CRM

mapping leads to a disciplined struc-

tured approach to managing customer

relationships. Dechert-Hampe &

Company has developed a proprietary

Customer Relationship Mapping Tool®

that guides organizations through the

process of developing an effective CRM

MAP (See Case Study on page 14). The

process of developing a CRM MAP

results in an accurate representation of

your current state and the desired state

of customer relationships along with a

gap analysis and the basic business case

for change. 

DEVELOP RELATIONShIP PROFILES – To accurate-

ly reflect your organization, profiles

must be customized to your business

and characterized as activity sets which

describe relationships in terms of spe-

cific behaviors and actions. The key to

developing the relationship profiles is 

to identify the relationship in terms of

“what we do” rather than “what we say

the relationship is.” 

Describing relationships in this manner

allows your organization to objectively

determine the type of relationship you

have with a customer based on actual

day-to-day interactions rather than a

“gut feel” for the relationship. B2B 

relationships can be classified as

Independent, Cooperative, Collaborative

or Strategic relationships. Any one of

these relationship types is not “better” 

or “worse” than another in and of itself.

It is merely personified by the activities

you engage in. 

BASELINE ThE “CURRENT STATE” OF CUSTOMER

RELATIONShIPS – Having removed the sub-

jective elements from the relationship

definitions, your organization can easily

and objectively identify the current 

state of your B2B customer relationships

without concern for the “goodness” of

the relationship. Your key account 

managers or others who have a clear

understanding of how you work with

your customers can easily determine the

current relationship type by the actions

taken in the course of business with 

the customer.

DETERMINE ThE “DESIRED STATE” OF CUSTOMER

RELATIONShIPS – Accurately determining

your customer’s needs and expectations

is critical to the success of your B2B

CRM initiative. The most accurate and

effective way to obtain this information

is to engage the customer in a joint ses-

sion to develop it. DHC has found that

organizations typically shy away from

involving the customer in this process

for fear of creating an implied obligation

to do things that are later determined to

have a poor return. DHC believes that

the accuracy gained by involving the

customer far outweighs the potential

risks, which can be managed with appro-

priate communications and expectation

setting. A less accurate, although less

risky, way to determine the desired state

is to have the Account Team serve as a

surrogate for the customer’s perspective.

Independent Collaborative StrategicCooperative

• LTL/TL Best Way 
Shipments

• Loose Case Pick/Ship

• No Appointments

• Focus on Case Fill

• DC Shipments

• Ship with Other 
Products – Same 
Customer

• Integrated LTL

• Backhaul/Customer 
Pickup

• Dock Appointments

• Pallet Exchange

• ASN

• Block Delivery 
Scheduling

• VMI

• One Order/One 
Invoice

• Plant Direct 
Shipments

• CHEP Pallets

• Product Reservation

• Cooperative Supply 
Chain Efficiency & 
Cycle Time 
Reduction Initiatives

• Focus on Perfect 
Order

• Multi IOC Shipments 
Considered

• Collaborative, 
Planning, Forecasting 
& Replenishment 
(CPFR)

1. Establish the Corporate Vision for 

Customer Relationship Management

4. Determine “Desired State” of 

Customer Relationships by Customer 

Segments

5. Incorporate Customer Relationship 

Management into Annual Account 

Planning & Corporate Culture

2. Develop Customized Relationship 

Profiles

2. Develop Customer Segmentation 

Criteria

3. Baseline “Current State” of Customer 

Relationships

3. Conduct Customer Segmentation 

Analysis

Figure 1:

DEFINE RELATIONShIPS By ACTIVITIES
EXAMPLE – PhySICAL DELIVERy CUSTOMER TOUChPOINT 

Figure 2:

DEVELOPINg A CRM MAP
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IDENTIFy AND ANALyzE RELATIONShIP gAPS – By

comparing the current and desired state

of customer relationships, a road map

for planning emerges. This road map

consists of activities that can be ana-

lyzed for incremental value to be gained

from adjusting the relationships. “Gaps”

consisting of activities can be evaluated

in terms of cost and return on invest-

ment. Therefore, a business case,

including an analysis of the risks associ-

ated with closing/not closing gaps,

should follow. 

Dechert-Hampe & Company has worked

with organizations to incorporate the

Customer Relationship Mapping Tool®

and institutionalize the B2B CRM strate-

gy process into the annual account plan-

ning cycle to ensure alignment with

where the customer is going. A post

evaluation of activities implemented 

in the previous year identifies which

customers and/or activities are the most

rewarding investments.

Whom Do you Do This For? 

The resource implications of applying

this approach to all customers quickly

become overwhelming and impossible

for organizations to commit to. A more

realistic approach comes from the real-

ization that not all customers are creat-

ed equal. In fact, most organizations

know that approximately 70 percent of

their business is driven by approximate-

ly 30 percent of their customers. 

To ensure the greatest benefit from their

B2B CRM efforts, organizations must

segment their customers. This means

the organization must stratify their best

or first-tier customers (“A” customers)

from their second (“B”) and third-tier

(“C”) customers. Segmentation allows 

the organization to identify those cus-

tomers who will provide the greatest

return on investment and are most criti-

cal to the success of the business. Then,

resources can be allocated to ensure the

greatest efforts are aligned with the

right customers. Segmentation criteria

should be developed with volume and

profitability in mind.

“C” CUSTOMERS AND CRM – Although they

are not key accounts, “C” customers may

nonetheless be profitable customers.

Rather than relinquish these customers

outright, manufacturers should estab-

lish a “one-size-fits-all” relationship type

with these customers based on the most

cost-effective way of doing business

with them. For example, “A” customers

may be serviced by a direct sales force,

by a broker, or a hybrid of the two

depending on their preference, while “C”

customers are handled exclusively by a

broker. If the key elements of the rela-

tionship allow it, they may even be serv-

iced exclusively via telesales or the web.

Performance against the appropriate

relationship activities should be execut-

ed with the same high standards as

afforded all customers, but standards

may be different for “C” customers than

those applied to “A” or “B” customers.

For example, fill rates of 98 percent

might be required for “A” customers,

while fill rates of 90 percent could be

deemed acceptable for “C” customers. 

“B” CUSTOMERS AND CRM – “B” customers

tend to be more like “A” customers than

“C” customers, but do not meet the crite-

ria for the first-tier customer segment.

They are often collectively as important

to the organization as an “A” customer.

For these customers, manufacturers

should also establish a single relation-

ship type upon which the transactions

with the customer will be conducted,

but the manufacturer should determine

the appropriate relationship type based

not only on the most cost-effective 

way of doing business, but also take 

customer needs and expectations into

consideration.

Relationship Types
Established

Customized 
Relationships

One Relationship Type 
For All Customers

One Relationship Type 
For All Customers

Who Determines
Relationship Type?

Customer and 
Manufacturer

Manufacturer  
With Input From B 
Customers

Manufacturer

What Determines the
Relationship Type?

The Customer’s 
Capabilities, Operations, 
Practices & Preferences

The Manufacturer’s Most 
Efficient Way of Doing Business 
& Consideration of The Practices 
of Most B Customers

The Manufacturer’s Most 
Efficient Way of Doing Business 

Customer
Segment

A

B

C

Figure 3:

CUSTOMER SEgMENTATION
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A leading consumer packaged goods company retained Dechert-Hampe & Company to

assist in the migration of the organization to a Customer Development culture. As part of

this effort, the company incorporated Dechert-Hampe’s Customer Relationship Mapping

Tool® into its annual sales planning process. 

A management team developed segmentation criteria and stratified all customers. For the

initial application of the Customer Relationship Mapping Tool®, the management team

developed detailed relationship descriptions by identifying specific activities associated

with the relationships across all B2B customer touchpoints. Then, representatives from all

key account teams and select “B” and “C” customer representatives met with members of

the sales support functions. The group met for a full day at the start of the annual sales

meeting and completed the analysis for over 80 customer accounts, including all “A” 

customers and representative accounts from the “B” and “C” customer ranks.

Working in account teams, the group baselined the “current state” of B2B customer rela-

tionships and established their customers’ “desired state” relationships. The chart above

is a sample relationship map developed for an “A” customer. Notice that the relationship

gaps between the “current” and the customer’s “desired” states become readily apparent. 

After identifying the relationship gaps, the teams began the risk/reward analysis that led

to development of business cases for resource re-allocation across all accounts. In the

above example, it was apparent that the organization needed to develop strategies for

adding to the services provided in Packaging Design and Order Processing to remain 

competitive. At the same time, the team was providing services in the Sales Process that

were of little incremental value to the customer. 

This team developed strategies and business cases to shift resources from the Sales

Process to other customers where the resources would provide a greater return. In 

addition, to bolster resources in Packaging Design and Order Processing the team was

able to secure resources previously deployed against “C” customers from areas where the 

organization determined no incremental value was derived. 

The Customer Relationship Mapping Tool® allowed the organization to objectively 

leverage its greatest resources against those customers who were most crucial to its 

corporate success and provided an objective, quantifiable foundation for account 

strategies established during the sales meeting for the coming year.

“A” CUSTOMERS AND CRM – Because of their

importance to the organization’s financial

success, A customer relationships should

be perfectly aligned with the individual

customer’s business processes. This

implies that the relationship with the A

customer should be completely cus-

tomized to yield the best return on

resources applied against the customer.

For example, if an A customer expects a

strategic relationship in demand creation

but the manufacturer is currently provid-

ing activities and behaviors associated

with a cooperative relationship, the man-

ufacturer should develop and support

additional activities that will match the

customer’s processes. On the other hand,

if the customer desires only a collabora-

tive relationship while the manufacturer

is providing activities and behaviors

associated with a strategic relationship

the incremental activities the manufac-

turer is providing will have little or no

return. It would be more effective for the

manufacturer to reduce the services pro-

vided to the customer and apply them

against other customers where the

resources will provide greater incremen-

tal return on investment. 

When customer profiles are aligned

against customer segmentation, your

organization’s B2B CRM initiative

becomes a powerful way to focus your

resources to achieve the greatest return

on investment. Adopting this approach

has many potential payoffs. Perhaps the

greatest, if not most obvious, is that it

forces management of customer relation-

ships into a disciplined, structured

approach that can be defined, mapped,

debated, planned and evaluated to build

successful B2B CRM strategies.

“Trying to “Manage Relationships”? Get a MAP”

originally appeared in Viewpoint Issue 13 “Sales

for the New Century.”

v
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Trying to “Manage Relationships”? GET A MAP
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when developing your specific KPI’s in

order to bring about changed behavior

and improved service levels:

n Measures to Motivate

n Measures to Align

n Measures to Improve

Measures to Motivate

Do not underestimate the power of

measurement to motivate employees,

departments, and organizations to

modify behavior consistent with 

strategy and goals. The sole act of 

measurement for a process will

improve the performance of the

process merely by the attention paid to

it by management and employees. In

other words, your selected KPI will

motivate individuals to examine their

contribution, take corrective actions,

and impact on the selected metric. 

For example, a consumer fulfillment

operation established a KPI for the

packing department based on cases 

per man-hour. After several weeks, the

facility manager noticed packers placing

extra stickers into a box by their work-

stations at the completion of each

pack. The packers explained that the

company measurements were only at

the department/shift level and they

wanted to better understand their 

own cases per man-hour. This is an

example of a measurement generating

the motivation to understand an 

individual contribution against a 

higher goal of the organization.

If not selected carefully, the measure-

ment can sometimes motivate behavior

detrimental to the enterprise’s objec-

Keeping Score With the 
Customer
BY RICK CARMAN

CUSTOMER SERVICE SHOULD BE
THE KEY CORPORATE MEASURE.

ABOUT ThE AUThOR  Rick Carman is a Director in our Northbrook, Illinois office. Rick works with clients

on process engineering and customer service projects. Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe, Rick held senior

supply chain management and customer service positions with Corning Glass.

Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) are

the measures that businesses put in

place to track their progress against

both short-term goals and strategic

plans. Much has already been written

about individual measurement of key

business processes and overall business

performance. However, to grow and nur-

ture the business as a whole, successful

organizations also implement measure-

ments that are forward facing, i.e.,

focused on the customer. 

Even intra-company or intra-department

measurements must focus on improving

execution to meet the requirements as

defined by your customers. These meas-

urements can provide businesses with

the yardstick that indicates whether

activities are meeting the needs of cus-

tomers. This often provides an “early

warning” long before the profit impact

of not meeting customer requirements

manifests itself in the company financial

statements.

The selection process and considera-

tions for establishing your KPI’s need to

integrate functional responsibility with

the marketplace drivers of your busi-

ness. What are the few vital measures of

your functional areas that complement

not only the organizational goals, but

also those of your customers? We have

identified three approaches to consider
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Keeping Score With the Customer 

The company in this example ended up

changing its service measures to match

the expectation of their customers. Root

causes of under-performance were inves-

tigated and corrective action taken.

Customer service measures improved

significantly with service levels climbing

to 95% within five months as illustrated

in Figure 1. Furthermore, these measures

exceeded the 98.5% on-time fill rate tar-

get once control of outbound logistics

was gained through a planned modifica-

tion of freight terms. 

The contributions to the alignment came

from throughout the organization. For

example, the root cause analysis found

that pricing was so complex that delays

to order visibility were the rule. In

response to this information, the sales

department reduced the complexity of

pricing and established measurements

supporting price simplification.

Similarly, plant managers were originally

being measured against an inventory tar-

get that was unrealistic compared to

service levels goals, lead times and fore-

cast accuracy. The plant managers have

now migrated to a service-based measure,

and the forecasting department has been

charged with accuracy improvements to

support inventory and service goals. 

This case illustrates the point that the

alignment of measurements with cus-

tomer expectations is critical. For this

organization, alignment against the 

service objective led to changes in meas-

urements at the functional level. The

resultant measurements, reflecting serv-

ice as viewed by the customer, motivat-

ed the organization to take corrective

actions to improve service to levels that

met the customer rather than internal

expectations.

Measures to Improve

Business processes, regardless of their

simplicity or complexity, need constant

refinement to reflect changing require-

ments, new technology or the needs 

of the business. Following is a clear 

example of using measurement to

improve a business process.

A company’s order entry department had

no metric on compliance to a “same-day

order entry” service level objective. The

operations group complained of not 

seeing many orders until the requested

ship date. Measurements showed that

orders entered into the system the same

day as received were as low as 50% of

total orders received, and that most

orders required some issue resolution

before entry. Corrective action to

improve operation’s order visibility, and

thus service to the customer, included

the tracking of the reasons for any order

that was not entered into the system the

day it was received. Root cause analysis

found that over 60% of the order entry

delays were due to either pricing or

closeout issues (Figure 2).

tives. This was the experience of a large

consumer products company that

absorbed a branded import operation.

The retained general manager of the

import operation was measured only on

top line sales. After a year, sales had

increased significantly. Unfortunately,

product quality and margin were signifi-

cantly lower than previous years. There

was a warehouse full of defective mer-

chandise and many sales had occurred

at cost. The results were great for the

top line, but the company never saw a

return on its investment. 

Measures to Align

The misalignment of measurements

within an organization may be the sin-

gle largest contribution to not achieving

higher company goals. Many times,

measurements are consistent with the

span of control of the function but may

sub-optimize the enterprise objectives.

To assure alignment, KPI’s need to be

based on customer requirements estab-

lished at the company level first, then

filtered down through organizational

departments to areas in which employ-

ees have “line of sight” on the impact of

their performance on the objective. 

For example, customers of a 

consumer products company indicated

that service levels were poor, while

internal measures by the operations

group indicated customer service 

levels in the mid-90 percent range.

However, these internal measures 

forgave missed shipments based either

on the lack of order visibility from

order entry or missed appointments by

the scheduled trucker. The operations

group was ignoring the fact that ulti-

mately, the customer defines service

level, and on time shipments were 

actually under 60%.

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

1 2 3

MONTHS

4 5

Figure 1:

EFFECT OF CUSTOMER - CENTRIC KPI’S:
ONTIME ShIPMENTS
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that shipped on time) was a contribut-

ing factor in several significant issues of

the business. Poor line fill led to empty

retail shelves and share decline because

consumers had branded alternatives

available. Retailers were reluctant to

take new product listings due to missed

promises on previous items. On-time

shipment performance was reduced as

orders were held pending receipt of

product, and order entry errors and

delays led to higher deductions from

customers with resultant profit impact.

Improving customer service was a 

critical success factor for the enterprise

because poor execution in meeting 

customer requirements had created a

risk to the business. Share was 

declining, new products were weak, 

and profits were off. Each of these 

metrics was important to the business,

but customer service became the key

corporate measure.

Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) are

powerful tools because they influence

behavior. The establishment of 

the highest level key performance 

measures for the business, when 

adequately supported by corresponding

drill-down measurements, will motivate,

align and improve the processes that

drive activities. Executives must assure

that measures and rewards throughout

the organization support not only the

critical success factors of the business

plan, but the expectations of customers

and consumers as well. 

“Keeping Score With the Customer” originally

appeared in Viewpoint Issue 10, “Focusing on

the 21st Century Consumer.”   

v

The company then took action in several

areas. First, the sales department was

charged with developing and implement-

ing a pricing simplification methodology.

This not only eased the order entry com-

plexity, but also lowered deductions and

became a field sales asset by removing

pricing ambiguity. Next, the supply chain

group was charged with developing and

implementing improved procedures for

close- out items. This made pricing deci-

sions, availability, and product reserva-

tion very clear and easy to execute. 

Customer service then implemented 

several “decision trees” that empowered

the order entry associates to make a

majority of the decisions related to pric-

ing discrepancies and minimum order

volumes. These had previously required

higher level approvals. Finally, a new KPI

of “orders entered into the system the

same day as receipt” was developed and

measured by the customer service

department. This represented a major

behavior change by customer service

personnel in taking responsibility for

order visibility, although the department

did not own all the individual issues.

Policy was stated as “any order received

before 3 p.m. would be in the order

entry system the same day” and per-

formance against this measure improved

to over 95% compliance within two

months. 

Key Performance Indicators

Another consumer products 

manufacturer also experienced many 

of the problems cited above. For this 

particular business, it was found that

line fill (the percentage of units ordered

 26% Closeout Related
  Issues*

  
 9% Customer Master
  Maintenance (CMM)

 

 8% Item Master
  Maintenance (IMM)

 

 7% Out of Stock -
  Current Products (OOS)
 
 
 
 5% Inactive New Parts (INP)

 
 4% EDI
 
 4% Unit of Measure
  Issues (UOM)

 2% Other

 36% Pricing

 
*closeout issues include items on the closeout list, invalid commission code flags

Figure 2:

ORDER ENTRy REASON FOR DELAy
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Doing Change Right … 
For A Change!
BOB MONAGHAN

COMPANIES CAN LEARN
TO THRIVE ON CHANGE BY
UNDERSTANDING IT AND

DOING IT RIGHT.

The one thing that management theo-

rists agree on is that change is necessary

for staying competitive. Unfortunately,

many organizational change initiatives

fail to produce the desired results, leav-

ing in their wake a host of skeptical

employees whose new action plan

includes waiting out the next change

project because “it, too, shall pass.”

Companies focus their energies – and

their budgets – on such initiatives as 

re-engineering, but devote inadequate

thought and resources to carefully 

pre-paring for and managing a major

change. To successfully integrate change

into your organization, members of

change teams must understand and

adhere to the four stages of change 

management: planning, implementing,

managing and maintaining change 

(Figure 1).

Stage 1: Planning for the Change

The first step in planning involves

assessing your company’s readiness for

change. If the change represents a radi-

cal departure from the “way we do

things now,” carefully consider who will

do the changing and how current behav-

ior will have to change. Accountability, 

feedback and evaluation systems must

reinforce and reward the new behaviors

that are desired, not counteract them.

Identify potential barriers to success

and develop plans for overcoming those

barriers.

The second step in planning involves

determining the change management

leadership team. Many companies try to

take as much cost as possible out of

their change initiatives through such

measures as developing and conducting

their own training, or by not designating

the best people to the change manage-

ment team. Unfortunately, these actions

can affect the success of the change

effort. The members of the change man-

agement team must be selected based

on their understanding of organization-

al change. They must be competent,

credible to the rest of the organization,

STAGE 1:

Planning 
for the Change

STAGE 2:

Implementing 
the Change

STAGE 3:

Managing 
the Change

STAGE 4:

Maintaining 
the Change

• Assess readiness 

• Identify change 
 management 
 leadership team 

• Develop change 
 management plan

• Execute multiple 
 implementation plans 

• Phase roll-out 

• Communicate 
 regularly

• Intentionally manage 
 behaviors

• Analyze all 
 organizational 
 systems 

• Problem-solve 
 as necessary

• Develop tracking and 
 monitoring systems

• Problem-solve and 
 intervene as necessary

• Continue tracking 
 and monitoring 

ABOUT ThE AUThOR Bob Monaghan is Executive Vice President of Dechert-Hampe & Company. Bob has

extensive experience working on organization design, structuring, change management and development

projects. Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe Bob was a Vice President at two major consulting firms and has

management experience with Wilson Sporting Goods and Procter & Gamble.

Figure 1:

FOUR STAgES OF ChANgE MANAgEMENT
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and held ac-countable for the success of

the change effort from Stage 1 through

Stage 4. 

“Operational leaders” of change for each

of the affected departments should also

be identified. These are the individuals

who will need to take an active role in

driving the change in their respective

areas. These people are usually below

the level of senior management and must

be sold on the benefits of the change 

initiative. Otherwise, they can hinder the

change effort by keeping people focused

on “other things.”

The third step in planning for change

involves the development of a compre-

hensive change management plan, with

communication as the central element.

The change management team must

clearly articulate what people will begin

doing differently throughout the organi-

zation from senior management on

down. Employees need to understand

why the organization is changing, and

they need to be “sold” on the benefits of

the change. Training considerations will

also be a big part of the change manage-

ment plan. Wherever new skills will be

required, training must take place.

Stage 2: Implementing the Change

The “one size fits all” mentality can send

your change project into a downward

spiral. A better strategy involves multi-

ple implementation plans with

approaches, strategies, and tactics 

specific to each department affected by

the change. Phase the implementation

plans by beginning with the areas with

the least resistance and therefore the

highest probability for success. These

“pilot areas” will help the change team

learn from its mistakes and help it

develop alternative approaches for other

areas. In addition, useful data, visibility,

and positive attention to the change

effort are usually generated, providing

the change team with success stories to

help convince the more skeptical

groups.

During the implementation stage, 

communications need to be frequent

and ongoing, and supported by senior

management. If the change has any

implications for people losing their jobs,

those issues need to be addressed in a

direct and honest way. The organization

must either guarantee that jobs will not

be lost or that people will be taken care

of in the event of job loss. One organi-

zation asked employees in each func-

tional area to “re-engineer” their work

areas and to reduce staff by 5%.

This company painted a clear and realis-

tic financial picture so everyone under-

stood the need for change. They also

demonstrated concern for the employ-

ees who would be laid off by creating 

“transition bridges” to help people find

new jobs. As a result, the employees did

as they were asked and made the right

decisions on behalf of the organization.

Stage 3: Managing the Change: 

Antecedents, Behavior, Consequences

“Antecedents” set the expectations for

new behavior. Antecedents for organiza-

tional change include the following:

• Communications presenting the

change (meetings, presentations, 

memos, newsletters, etc.)

Figure 2

BEFORE AND AFTER
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• New job descriptions, roles and 

responsibilities

• New policies, rules and regulations

• Revised performance objectives/ 

goals/standards

• Training sessions

• Managers modeling the new behavior

Most change teams devote their efforts

to these antecedents, but fail to address

what happens when employees change

their behavior. The change team must

consider everything that people will

experience if they comply with the

change, balancing any negative conse-

quences with positive ones. All formal

and informal systems in the organiza-

tion should also be analyzed to assess

the degree to which these systems will

support or counteract the desired

change. For example:

• Do business plans and objectives

need to be revised?

• How will people be held accountable

for changing their behavior? 

• Are changes needed in the perform-

ance management system?

• Are compensation practices in line

with the new behaviors? 

A large consumer products company

recently asked Dechert-Hampe to 

provide its telephone salespeople with

negotiation skills training. The intended

outcome of the training was for sales

representatives to increase the unit

price of each sale. However, the sales

personnel were compensated on unit

volume, not price. Any attempt to drive

the price up would tend to result in

lower volume and possibly the loss of

the entire sale. This is a clear example

of an accountability system that is in

obvious conflict with the new behavior

being promoted.

Stage 4: Maintaining the Change

The members of the change manage-

ment team need to have their fingers on

the pulse of what is and isn’t happening

in order to intervene when necessary to

keep the change initiative on track.

Monitoring and tracking options include:

• Collecting status reports from 

functional areas

• Conducting site visits so members 

of the change team can talk with 

people and make first-hand 

observations

• Meeting with groups of managers 

and employees to diagnose problems

and develop solutions 

• Administering surveys to obtain 

feedback from a larger population

• Developing performance measure-

ment systems that include key 

performance indicators for the 

change effort

The change management team should

continue tracking and monitoring until

the organization has institutionalized

the change into its corporate culture.

Communication should continue as well.

A large consumer products company

recently implemented a “One Company

Working Together” campaign that resulted

in the consolidation of its sales forces.

Senior management was heavily involved

at the beginning, promoting the restruc-

turing throughout the organization. A

year later, as senior management went

on to attend to other matters, employees

felt abandoned and were left wondering,

whatever happened to that “One 

Company” thing?

Doing Change Right … For A Change!

Are you Ready for Change?

Dechert-Hampe’s experience suggests

the following list of questions to help

you determine whether or not your

company is ready to implement a

major change initiative:

• Is the appropriate change leadership 

in place? te this change effort? 

Do they understand organizational 

change?

• Is it clear what role senior 

management will play? 

• Who will be the leaders of change 

for each target population? 

• Are current organizational policies 

and management practices in line 

with the intended change? 

• Are current accountability, feedback 

and reinforcement systems in line 

with the intended change? 

• Who will have to do the changing?

• How much “behavior” will have to 

change? 

• Has the change management team 

identified potential barriers to the 

success of the change effort? 

• Has the change management team 

developed plans for overcoming 

those barriers?

• Does the change management plan 

cover all four phases of the change

process?

Change Is Inevitable

Companies can learn to thrive on change

by understanding it and doing it right,

or they can continue to treat change as 

a “bothersome project.” The choice

shouldn’t be a difficult one, but it does

require new thinking about change 

management – and that’s a change! 

“Doing Change Right…For A Change” originally

appeared in Viewpoint Issue 9, “Hot Issues

Today’s General Manager’s Must Master.”   

v
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What are your greatest assets? Your

brands? Your trademarks? Your patents?

Many would say “My people.” In fact, a

generally accepted business philosophy

says that a company can lose all of its

factories, inventory and materials and

still rebuild if it can retain its people.

But why are the people so important? 

It is because of the information and

knowledge they possess. And that, in 

all likelihood, is your greatest asset.

Yet your greatest asset might be one of

your greatest challenges. 

Turn Data Into Dollars

Three factors are at the core of the

information management challenge fac-

ing most companies.

• Not Leveraging Current Information

Investment – Most companies buy a lot

of data (syndicated data, consumer

research, U&A, proprietary studies, etc.).

This data is typically purchased for a

specific analytic purpose by one func-

tional department which often closely

guards access, use and distribution of

the information. Today’s business lead-

ers need the right information, in the

right hands, in the right form at the

right time.

• Lost Knowledge From Turnover –

Today’s workforce is increasingly mobile.

As people leave, companies risk losing

the knowledge, information and insight

that these people possess. To minimize

the potential loss of these critical assets,

companies must develop systems and

processes to collect and store key data

and information. The creation of an

enterprise data warehouse is a critical

element in effectively managing and 

protecting information.

• High Cost of Current Practices –

Effective decision making generally

entails using data and information from

multiple sources (i.e., analyzing promo-

tion effectiveness with shipment vol-

ume, syndicated data and promotion

spending). The integration of disparate

data sources is typically a manual

process. This process is generally time

consuming with a resultant high activity

cost. Companies without the right infor-

mation management tools have to

spend a significant amount of time and

money “crunching numbers” to get the

insight needed to make good business

decisions. This precludes quick deci-

sions and drives up costs.

Managing Your Greatest Asset
BY DECK MURRAY

ABOUT ThE AUThOR  Deck Murray is a Managing Director in our Trumbull, Connecticut office. Deck

works with clients on sales and marketing projects, as well as information/knowledge strategy develop-

ment and system implementation. Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe, Deck’s career includes Vice President

and managerial sales positions with Pantone, Inc., Tambrands, Inc. and Procter & Gamble.

Knowledge Management

An integrated approach to the 

collection, creation, storage, 

organization, processing, retrieval

and use of an enterprise’s 

information assets to support and

improve business decisions.

MOST COMPANIES HAVE MADE
SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENTS IN
KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMA-
TION BUT ARE NOT FULLY

LEVERAGING THEM TO MAXI-
MIZE REVENUES AND PROFITS.
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A DHC project entailed helping a

client create a tool that integrated

diverse data to create key account

scorecards across 30+ key sales

pressure points. The tool enabled

senior management to get real-time

answers at their desktops, eliminat-

ing the prior need to contact various

personnel and manually integrate

data. Review time was cut from

weeks to minutes!
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Information Management

In order to make effective decisions,

managers certainly need information,

but they also need knowledge.

Information management encompasses

not only how to access or find informa-

tion, but also how to turn data and

information from statistics and facts

into vital business insight.

Information management often encom-

passes identifying and mapping intel-

lectual assets within the organization,

generating new knowledge for compet-

itive advantage, making vast amounts

of corporate information accessible

and/or the sharing of best practices. 

It also generally includes the use of

technology that enables all of the

above. Information management

requires more than just information,

data and computers; it is a total sys-

tem that incorporates people and busi-

ness processes with information and

technology. It includes decision sup-

port tools that enable real-time, inter-

active access, analysis and manipula-

tion of mission-critical information

thereby providing users with informa-

tion, that can be leveraged to gain a

competitive advantage. Information

management provides users with valu-

able insight into key operating infor-

mation to identify business opportuni-

ties or problems. Importantly, an effec-

tive information management strategy

recognizes that information and

knowledge are corporate assets, and

that processes, policies and tools are

needed to manage those assets.

Turn Data Into Insight and Action

All companies already have data and

information available on their products

and/or services. In fact, most companies

have more data and information than

they can effectively leverage. This does

not diminish the importance of data and

information since they are generally

considered the foundational building

blocks needed to make good business

decisions. However, a key challenge 

facing business today is in turning that

data and information into insight and

action. 

Most companies do not have a well-

conceived strategy for managing infor-

mation. If these challenges sound 

familiar, you need to develop an infor-

mation management strategy and a

game plan to more effectively manage

your greatest asset and to turn your

data into dollars.

The Information Challenge

Today’s work is becoming increasingly

“knowledge oriented.” In order to make

decisions, people need to gather, sum-

marize and interpret data and informa-

tion. Indeed, information has become a

critical component for effective busi-

ness operations. But the wealth of infor-

mation available grows exponentially

each year and the technologies for pro-

cessing and managing information/data

are expanding. Together, the amount of

information and the technologies avail-

able to access and analyze information

make managing business information

complex. 

This information-intense environment

in which businesses operate today

makes it critical for business managers

to have ready access to the information

they require for good tactical and

strategic business decisions. Managers

often indicate that the information

they need exists, but they generally

can’t find it, can’t access it, can’t com-

bine it or can’t manipulate it. The infor-

mation and data that companies cap-

ture is often hidden away, scattered

throughout an organization or on dif-

ferent systems. For many companies,

the first step to solving the information

and knowledge challenge is the devel-

opment of an information management

strategy.

ACTION

Data

Information

Insight

TURNINg DATA AND INFORMATION 
INTO INSIghT AND ACTION
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Technology and Architecture

• What systems, tools and applications

are currently used?

• What systems, tools and applications

are available to enhance the action-

ability of data access, manipulation

and ad hoc analyses?

• Are you able to integrate data across

various sources, business units and/

or geographies?

• Have you conducted an assessment 

of hardware and software inventory

compatibility across all business 

partners (internal, vendors, 

suppliers)?

• Have you reviewed your network

including worldwide architecture, 

security and remote access?

Organization

• Have you determined the potential

organization synergies from an 

integrated data/information 

management approach (both within 

and across business units, as well 

as across geographies)?

• Have you reviewed your current 

organization structure and consid-

ered potential alternate structures

including roles/responsibilities and

data ownership/management?

• Have you conducted a skills 

assessment (current skill set and 

skills needed)?

• Have you investigated short-term 

and ongoing training needs?

It is becoming increasingly important

for business leaders to move from 

asking, “What do we know?” to asking,

“What do we do?” This process involves

the progression of turning data into

information, information into insight

and ultimately insight into action. Data

generally encompasses the basic facts

(both quantitative and qualitative) 

about a company’s products, services,

customers and consumers. Information,

on the other hand, typically comprises

transforming the data through analysis,

into meaningful and usable observa-

tions. Businesses must then interpret

this information to form the judgments

and conclusions necessary to make

decisions. Finally, businesses must

apply the information to attain their

goals and objectives. 

As companies look to transform their

data and information into insight and

action, they must first fully understand

the potential scope of an information

management initiative. Typically 

companies address four key areas:

Information and Data

• What do you already have and 

need to keep; what do you have, but 

do not use?

• What additional data do you need

that is not currently available?

• Where does your information/

data come from?

• What functional group(s) is/are 

responsible for managing/owning 

the data?

• How is your information/data 

gathered, delivered, retrieved today?

ACTION
(“What You  

   Should Do”)

Application of Insight,
to achieve an objective

through a decision to act

INSIGHT
(“What It Means”)

Information interpretation to form
judgments and conclusions necessary

to make decisions

INFORMATION
(“Building Blocks”)

Data transformed, through analysis,
into meaningful/relevant observations

DATA
(“Foundation Pieces”)

Evidence, both quantitative and subjective, of
business facts and behavior

TRANSFORMATION hIERARChy
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• Technology tools including data 

warehouses, Decision Support System

(DSS) tools, marketing encyclopedias,

knowledge management software,

OLAP (On-line Analytic Processing)

tools, sales reporting/analysis/

drill-down programs, artificial 

intelligence, etc.

Businesses can no longer rely on old

processes to facilitate the development

of business insight (central file systems,

files stored primarily on individual user’s

hard drives, cross-functional 

meetings to share ideas, etc.).

Conducting an information inventory or

acquiring the right information/data will

not necessarily result in successfully

managing information. Nor will installing

hardware, software and databases 

automatically result in a successful 

system. To be successful, the business

processes necessary to implement and

maintain an information management

strategy and system must also be

addressed. Key business processes that

must be addressed include:

• How or where will data and 

information be accessed (HQ, field,

broker, international)?

• Who will have access to what data?

• How will revisions to access be made?

• Who will/should be involved in infor-

mation management/analysis?

• How are/will analyses be conducted?

• How will information/data be turned

into actionable market intelligence?

• How will standard reports/templates

be developed/revised?

• How will information be acquired 

and delivered?

Decision Support Tools

• Have you reviewed current outputs,

reports and analyses as well as 

additional ones you may need?

• Have you reviewed your current and

potential output tools and the need

for integration with internal data?

New Tools/New Processes

Managers are often being asked to make

decisions faster and to utilize more

information as the basis for their deci-

sions. Speed often undermines the abili-

ty to make good decisions and the

growing volume of data and the com-

plexity of analysis is resulting in deci-

sion making becoming more difficult,

not less. To help managers in this envi-

ronment, businesses need to look for

process and technology improvements

to garner the power of information man-

agement. Businesses can no longer rely

on the memories of their people to

unlock the power of their information.

Rather, businesses need to review and

assess the tools that can assist in man-

aging company information, including:

• Databases that integrate disparate

data sources (i.e., combining ship-

ments, syndicated data, trade spend-

ing, general ledger data and manufac-

turing costs to determine customer

profitability).

• Intranets and extranets that enable

employees and suppliers to access

and share relevant data and informa-

tion on a real-time basis.

Power User

Business Analyst

Casual User

Executive

Structured
Reports

Changeable
Templates

Ad Hoc
Analysis

OThER CONSIDERATIONS

Well-designed market intelligence systems and strategies must be able to handle both “depth of analysis” as well

as “ease of use.” When considering the development of a market intelligence system, companies need to establish

a strategy to provide data, reports and/or information to users based on their needs and skill level.
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Meeting Challenges Through 

Information Management

The data and knowledge explosion has

resulted in a number of challenges that

business leaders must face. The wealth

of information available (both from

internal sources and from the Internet)

can overwhelm managers. Sifting

through this data requires a focused

approach to making good business

decisions. Unfortunately, inaccurate

data/information can, in all likelihood,

lead to the wrong conclusions and poor

decisions. And while tools and systems

can be utilized to help in the analysis

process, excessively complex tools or

databases will be misused or under 

utilized.

What does the future hold? As business-

es continue to consolidate, customers

and suppliers will become larger and

more sophisticated. Data, information

and knowledge will continue to explode

as new products are introduced and

store-level data emerges. The key?

Managing information and establishing

an effective information management

strategy and system will become criti-

cally important to today’s businesses. 

If your company does not have, or is

not working on an information manage-

ment strategy and system, now is the

time to start. 

“Managing Your Greatest Asset” originally

appeared in Viewpoint Issue 11, “Optimizing

the Trading Partner Relationship.”  

v

• How often will it be updated?

• Who will maintain this information?

• How will cultural issues be addressed

to support an information manage-

ment system/process?

• What will the human resource/ 

personnel requirements be (initial,

ongoing)?

gaining A Competitive Advantage

Most executives would agree that infor-

mation can lead to a marketplace advan-

tage. Leveraging information can help a

company capture new markets, generate

new ideas, improve speed to market,

enable companies to check on the pulse

of the business and create a sustainable

competitive advantage.

An effective information management

strategy and system can make managers

more self-sufficient and productive by

unlocking key data and turning it into

usable knowledge/insight. A strong

information management strategy and

system can facilitate the external, cus-

tomer/consumer-centric focus required

to compete in today’s marketplace.

Information management can improve

business decisions by allowing for

multi-dimensional evaluations and 

multiple scenario considerations.

An information management strategy

and system can also help organize ideas

for clarity, offer a holistic, big-picture

view of the business and provide the

insight a company needs to inspire 

confidence in decisions and actions. 

In effect, an information management

strategy and system can improve deci-

sion making and empower managers to

uncover opportunities in time to act.

Knowledge/Information 

Management – Best Practices

Oil exploration is complex and costly

with more failures than successes. A

major oil company has addressed

this situation by developing a propri-

etary, dynamic, on-line, shared data-

base of best practices relative to

both exploration and drilling.

Employees worldwide contribute their

findings, knowledge and processes

to build on past information,

enabling anyone with a current chal-

lenge to find out how it might have

been successfully addressed in the

past. As the company gains knowl-

edge and insight, this information is

added to the database. 

While oil is not CPG, this global

approach could be incorporated into

an Information Management strategy

to create a Global Account

Management knowledge bank that

would help today’s sales teams bet-

ter manage the emerging, global key

accounts.
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Slotting has been identified as a major

deterrent to the implementation of con-

sumer focused category management, a

fact that has been acknowledged by both

manufacturers and retailers. Yet the

practice continues, and may actually be

increasing. If both retailers and manu-

facturers agree the practice is counter-

productive, why does it continue? The

answer is quite simple – slotting meets

retailer’s need for short-term profit.

For retailers, slotting actually plays a

dual role. It continues to serve as a way

to decide which products should be

authorized for distribution. In today’s

world of me-too products and limited

product testing, it is very difficult to tell

the winners from losers, so the amount

of slotting attached to an item is a 

convenient way to make decisions. 

Even more importantly, however, the

income generated by slotting has

become an important profit center for

retailers, and collecting slotting is often

the way they “make the number.” The

end of the quarter “dash for cash” can

often generate millions of dollars in

lump sum money – and introduce 

hundreds of items into distribution 

that have no business being there.

A Practical Approach to
Eliminating Slotting
By Dan Graham

But does collecting slotting really 

contribute to long term profitability?

Certainly not as much as it would

appear to upon initial examination.

There is no question that authorizing

questionable items to generate lump

sum income can raise significant 

dollars. There is also a price to be 

paid for those decisions, however.

A retailer incurs a number of costs

when injecting items into their supply

chain, including set-up, receiving, 

handling, distribution, stocking, and

inventory holding costs. These costs

are usually badly underestimated, and

can easily run as high as 30% of inven-

tory value annually. The vast majority

of the items bought only to collect 

slotting will then fail, so in addition

there are costs to remove the item from

the supply chain. When all of the costs

are deducted from the income collected

up front, the net gain may be very

small, and there may actually be a loss.

And of course, authorizing items based

on how much money can be collected

couldn’t be further from practicing

Category Management. Category

Management is about serving the wants

and needs of consumers by providing

them with the products they demand.

That demand, of course, is in no way

connected to the amount of money that

a manufacturer paid to gain placement

for an item. Actually, if a manufacturer

has not done their homework and

made sure there is a market for their

new product, the more likely they are

to attach significant slotting to their

introductory offer, since they know 

that is the only way they will obtain

distribution.

SLOTTING CAN GENERATE
SIGNIFICANT SHORT-TERM
DOLLARS BUT CAN REDUCE

MANUFACTURER AND
RETAILER PROFITBILITY
IN THE LONG RUN

ABOUT ThE AUThOR  Dan Graham is Vice President of Dechert-Hampe & Company based in our Mission

Viejo office. Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe, Dan was Director, Category Management at the Von’s

Company.



Their solution was simple, but very

effective. Deal spending was reduced a

product line at a time, and the restruc-

turing was spread over a multi-year peri-

od. Each product line did suffer a tem-

porary drop in volume, but since the

impact was spread over time, the impact

on overall results was minimal.

Retailers could certainly follow a similar

approach. By eliminating slotting a cate-

gory at a time, the reduction in immedi-

ate income would be minimal. If they

then faithfully practice category man-

agement, the gains in sales and reduc-

tions in costs would more than offset

the losses in income. But what happens

to all of the money that they were col-

lecting in slotting?
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There are a number of negative results

when such items are authorized. First,

they do not generate sales since con-

sumers do not want them. As a result,

they clutter the shelves, making it diffi-

cult for consumers to shop for products

they do want. Slow movers can possibly

cause out of stocks, since they take

valuable space and holding power away

from top selling items. Finally, such

items can devastate category results,

dragging down category management

performance measures such as invento-

ry turns and GMROI.

An even more compelling reason for

retailers to stop focusing on generating

income through slotting is the fact that

such practices continue to make them

non-competitive with other classes of

trade. The simple fact is that retailers

who collect slotting have a higher cost

of goods over the long term. If they take

all of their slotting income to the bot-

tom line, without reflecting it in the cost

of goods, they can be at the same mar-

gin as competition, and still be at a

higher retail. The reality is they typical-

ly have higher margins, resulting in

much higher retails This discrepancy in

pricing has not been lost on consumers,

who continue to flock to alternative

classes of trade. Once again, the lack 

of consumer focus is harming category

results.

Since there is acknowledgement that

collecting slotting is not productive, the

important question is how can it be

stopped? First, it is important to realize

that retail net profitability continues to

hover between one and two percent.

The amount of gross income collected

from slotting is often larger than the net

profit for a retail chain. Adding to that

the fact that the net financial impact of

eliminating slotting is uncertain at

best, retailers cannot afford to simply

stop collecting slotting immediately.

However, also realizing that the long

term impacts of slotting are negative,

and are harming both category man-

agement and overall performance,

devising a plan to eliminate the prac-

tice is appropriate.

An intelligent approach is to emulate

the practices of a major, multi-category

manufacturer who decided to com-

pletely revamp their trade-spending

program, and sharply reduce spending

levels. The potential impact was much

the same – a temporary loss of volume

due to reduced promotional sales,

resulting in a reduction in income.

FTC Survey: Slotting Allowances in the Retail grocery Industry

Most participating retailers and suppliers reported that in connection with a new product

introduction, they negotiated over the amounts of such things as slotting allowances,

advertising allowances, introductory allowances, marketing funds and funds for in-store

displays, demonstrations, couponing and customer savings cards. Most also reported that

if a retailer accepts a new product, the retailer will stock the product in its stores and the

product will remain on the shelf for a "reasonable" amount of time, to give the product a

chance to get established. But, several retailers and suppliers reported that payment of a

slotting allowance did not, in fact, guarantee any particular shelf placement. 

The reason retailers gave for requiring slotting allowances was to help defray the costs

associated with new product introductions. These include costs for rearrangement in the

warehouse system, modifying planograms, setting up computer and accounting systems,

marking down old product to sell it off and evaluation of the new product proposal. New

product introductions appear to be risky, with some sources reporting a failure rate of

70%. When a new product fails, the net revenue from sales of the new product may not be

sufficient to recover the costs of introducing the new product. Slotting allowances reduce

potential retailer losses on new products. 

Most of the suppliers were skeptical that slotting allowances serve primarily to defray new

product introductory costs. Their views on the purpose of slotting varied. Some econo-

mists and marketing researchers believe that slotting allowances can assist retailers in

deciding on how to allocate scarce shelf space. Additionally, two economic theories sug-

gest slotting fees can be used as a mechanism to lessen competition among retailers and

among suppliers. 

Source: Slotting Allowances in the Retail Grocery Industry, Selected Case Studies in Five Product
Categories, An FTC Staff Study, November 2003.
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To remain competitive, it is certainly

important for retailers to continue to

collect their share of dollars that are

available from manufacturers. There is

also no question that the alternative

classes of trade we mentioned earlier

are receiving their share. They are just

not receiving it in the form of slotting.

Where they often receive it is in

reduced cost of goods or increased pro-

motional funds, which they then trans-

late into reduced retail prices. So that is

the transition that must take place – a

shift of dollars from slotting into pro-

grams that increase consumer value.

The methodology for such a transition

can be quite simple. When an item is

introduced, both parties arrive at a case

sales estimate for the first six months.

The lump sum amount, that would have

formerly been used for slotting, is then

converted into an incremental, per case,

off-invoice allowance. At the end of six

months, the movement is reviewed. If

the item has meet expectations, the 

off-invoice allowance is eliminated and

the item becomes part of the regular

category mix. If sales are not up to par,

the item is discontinued or a plan is

developed to increase sales, which

would include continuing the off-

invoice incentive in addition to other

sales building programs. 

There are a number of advantages with

this approach. Most importantly, there

is an incentive for the retailer to sell

product. The more cases that are sold,

the larger the total introductory

allowance will be. This is far different

than collecting slotting, where the

amount is fixed even if there are not

any sales or additional orders. And

when retailers are focused on selling

product, the consumer also wins. 

A Practical Approach to Eliminating Slotting 

The supply chain also benefits. When a

large slotting payment is made, there is

often a requirement to place a sizeable

initial order to justify slotting payments.

This need is eliminated with a move to

per case allowances, a benefit to both

retailers and manufacturers.

Retailers are not sitting on large invento-

ries hoping the item will sell, and facing

the prospect of having a warehouse full

of obsolete product if the item fails.

Manufacturers are not hoping to justify

their expenditure with one large order

that may amount to many months sup-

ply, leaving them with unpredictable

demand for the item, and the prospect

that the warehouse inventory may come

back to haunt them. In addition, any

incremental promotional spending by

the manufacturer is likely to produce

orders, and not just deplete warehouse

inventory. 

Finally, it is a practical approach to

implementing change, allowing retailers

to gradually move to a more competitive

position without severely impacting

their financial performance. And the

plain truth is, traditional retailers really

have only one choice – change or contin-

ue to be devastated by the more efficient

and consumer focused competition. 

Versions of “A Practical Approach to Eliminating

Slotting” originally appeared in September

1998, “Retail Tech”, and November 1998,

“Supermarket Business.”

v
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